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§ O. Introduction 

0.1. In recent years a remarkable progress has been made in the 
theory of harmonic analysis on (not necessarily Riemannian) semisimple 
symmetric spaces by Oshima, Flensted-lensen and others (cf. [7], [15]). 
It is also interesting to investigate semisimple symmetric spaces from 
the arithmetic point of view. For example, in a previous paper [21], 
we associated with an arbitrary indefinite rational symmetric matrix a 
family of Dirichlet series satisfying certain functional equations which can 
be regarded as Eisenstein series on the non-Riemannian symmetric space 
SL(n; R)/SO(p, n-p). This result, along with the recent development in 
the theory of semisimple symmetric spaces, leads us to the problem of 
constructing an analogue of Eisenstein series for arbitrary semisimple 
symmetric spaces with Q-structure. Though it seems fairly difficult to 
solve the problem in its full generality, we are able to find a solution in 
some special cases. In the present paper, we treat the case of symmetric 
spaces of e-involution type (which was introduced by Oshima and Seki
guchi [15]) of Chevalley groups. 

0.2. Now we shall sketch the result in this paper. Let G be a 
connected and simply connected semisimple algebraic group defined and 
split over Q and a be an involutive automorphism of G defined over Q. 
Denote by H the fixed point group of a. A torus T of G is said to be 
a-anisotropic if a(t)=t- I for any t e T. We consider the symmetric 
space X=G/H under the assumption that G has a Q-split a-anisotropic 
maximal torus. Then every GB-orbit in XB is a semisimple symmetric 
space of e-involution type in the sense of Oshima and Sekiguchi [15]. In 
particular, the Riemannian symmetric space GB/K appears among GB-
orbits in XB for an appropriate choice of a. 

Fix a Q-split a-anisotropic maximal torus T and let B be a Borel 
subgroup of G such that Bna(B)=T. Let ~+ (resp . .1) be the set of 
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positive (resp. simple) roots of (G, T) corresponding to B. Denote by W 
the Weyl group of G with respect to T. Fix a W-invariant inner product 
< , ) on X(T)R=X(T)®zR, where X(T) is the group of rational char
acters of T. We extend the inner product to a C-bilinear form on X(T)c 
=X(T)®zCin an obvious manner. For each a e (j)+, put a V =2a/<a, a). 
Since G is assumed to be simply connected, there exists a At! e X(T) for 
each simple root a e J such that 

{
I if fo=a, <A foV)= 

a' . ° if fo e J, fo=i=a. 

The characters {Aa; a e J} forms a Z-basis of the free abelian group X(T) 
and are called the dominant fundamental weights. The group X(B) of 
rational characters of B can be canonically identified with X(T). 

We are mainly concerned with the action of B on X, especially with 
B-relatively invariant rational functions on X. It is known by Vust [26] 
that X has a Zariski-open B-orbit XO' Moreover, we can prove that 
there exist algebraically independent regular functions fa indexed by simple 
roots a e J such that 

and 

Xo={X e X; n fix)=i=O} • 
.. eJ 

Every non-zero rational function on X relatively invariant under the 
action of B is written uniquely as a monomial of fa's. 

Take a GR-orbit Xo in X R and let 

be the B R-orbit decomposition of Xo n Xo. These orbits x~t) are open in 
Xo and each of them is characterized by the signs of the values taken by 
fa (a e J) on it. 

Let r=Gz be the standard unit group of G (cf. § I) and r = be the 
intersection of r and the unipotent radical of B. For an Xo e Xo n Xa, 
we consider the Dirichlet series 

Et(xo; A)=.L; n Ifa(x)!-<l,aV >-1/2 (A e X(T)c, 1 <i<lJ), 
3J «EJI 

where x runs through a complete system of representatives of all r =-orbits 
in r.xonXrli). We call the series Ei(xo;A) (l~i~lJ,xoeXonXa) the 
Eisenstein series on Xo with respect to r. If Xo is a Riemannian symmetric 
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space, then we have IJ= 1 and our series E1(xO; A) is nothing but the usual 
Eisenstein series. The Eisenstein series generalized as above have analytic 
properties very similar to those of Eisenstein series on Riemannian sym
metric spaces. In fact we shall prove the following theorem. 

Theorem. (1) For any Xo E xonxQ' the series EtCxo; A) (1:;;:;i:;;:;lJ) 
are absolutely convergent for Re <A, a V ) > 1/2 (a E J) and have analytic 
continuations to meromorphic functions of A in X(T)c. 

(2) The functions 

n «A, bV)-I/2Y~(2<,1, bV)+ l)Ei(xo; A) 
bE(/)+ 

are entire functions of ,1. 
(3) (Functional equations) Put 

Ai(XO; ,1)= n c;;<l,aV) n r;(2<,1, bV )+ I)Eixo; A), 
aEd bE(/)+ 

where r;(z) = 7r- z/2r(z/2K(z) and Ca (a E J) are positive real numbers depend
ing only on the involution (J. Then for any WE W, there exists a IJ by IJ 

matrix C(w, A) whose entries are meromorphic functions of A with elementary 
expressions in terms of trigonometric functions such that 

(W E W). 

For the reflection Wa with respect to the hyperplane orthogonal to a 
simple root a, the matrix C(wa ; A) can be easily computed and has a very 
simple form. 

As is seen in Section 6, the theorem includes the main result of [21] 
([21, Theorem 7]) as a special case of G=SL(n+ 1). In this special case, 
the Eisenstein series can be related to zeta functions associated with 
certain prehomogeneous vector spaces and we have proved the theorem 
for G=SL(n+I) with the aid of the general theory of prehomogeneous 
vector spaces developed in [20]. For Chevalley groups other than 
SL(n+ 1), we can not interpret the Eisenstein series as zeta functions 
associated with prehomogeneous vector spaces. However the same idea 
as employed in [20] works well also in the present general situation 
without any essential modification. A similar technique has been used 
previously by Godement [9]. 

In [15, § 5.3], Oshima and Sekiguchi indicated a method for con
structing an analogue of Eisenstein series for a semisimple symmetric 
space of e-involution type. The construction is based upon their theory 
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of joint eigen-hyperfunctions of invariant differential operators on such a 
symmetric space, and their analogue of Eisenstein series is a family 
of r -automorphic hyperfunctions on the symmetric space depending 
meromorphically on the parameter j( e X(T)c. Though it satisfies the 
same functional equations as in the theorem above, the relation between 
the Oshima-Sekiguchi Eisenstein series and ours is not clear at present. 

0.3. The present paper is arranged as follows. After some prelim
inaries on Chevalley groups in Section 1, we investigate the structure of 
the symmetric space X=G/H in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce 
the Eisenstein series and examine their convergence property. In Section 
4, we give integral representations of the Eisenstein series which play a 
key role in the proof of the theorem. The theorem is proved. in Section 
5. We devote Section 6 to a discussion of examples. 

Acknowledgement. The author wishes to express his gratitude to 
Professor A. Orihara who kindly sent to the author a copy of Godement's 
unpublished manuscript [9]. 

Notation. We denote by Z, Q, Rand C the ring of rational integers, 
the rational number field, the real number field and the complex number 
field, respectively. For any prime v of Q, Qv is the completion of Q with 
respect to v. For a finite prime v=p of Q, Zp is the ring of p-adic 
integers in Qp. For an affine algebraic variety X defined over a field K, 
the set of K-rational points of X is denoted by Xx. Moreover, we denote 
by XA the adelization of X over Q. For an algebraic matrix group G 
defined over Q, let Gz (resp. Gz,) be the subgroup of Go (resp. Go,) con
sisting of integral matrices whose determinants are units in Z (resp. Zp). 
Let 0) be a Q-rational algebraic gauge form on an affine algebraic variety 
X defined over Q. Then, for any prime v of Q, we denote by [O)iv the 
measure of XOo induced by 0). The space of compactly supported Coo. 
functions on a smooth manifold M is denoted by CO'(M). The space of 
rapidly decreasing functions on a real vector space V is denoted by.9'(V). 
We denote by res) and '(s) the gamma function and the Riemann zeta 
function, respectively. 

§ 1. Chevalley groups over Q 

As preliminaries, we recall some results on Chevalley groups and the 
Bruhat decomposition. 

Let G be a universal Chevalley group over Q, namely, a connected 
and simply connected semisimple algebraic group which is defined and 
split over Q. Let T be a Q-split maximal torus of G. Take a Borel sub-
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group B of G containing T and denote by Bu the unipotnet radical of B. 
The groups Band Bu are defined over Q. Moreover, B is a semi-direct 
product of T and Bu: B = T· Bu' Let B - be the Borel subgroup of G 
containing T opposite to B. The unipotent radical of B - is denoted by 
B:;;. Then B- and B:;; are also defined over Q and B- = T·B:;; (semi-direct 
product). 

Let X(T) (resp. X(B), X(B-» be the group of rational characters of 
T (resp. B, B-). Every element in X(T) can be uniquely extended to a 
rational character of B (resp. B-) which takes 1 on Bu (resp. B:;;). Con
versely every character of B (resp. B-) is obtained in this manner. So 
we may identify X(T) with X(B) and X(B-). Since T is assumed to be 
split over Q, all the characters in X(T) are defined over Q. 

Let (/J be the root system of G with respect to T and Ll (resp. (/J+, (/J-) 

the set of simple (resp. positive, negative) roots determined by B. For 
each b E (/J, there exists a unique faithful Q-morphism f}b of the additive 
group Ga onto a subgroup Ub of G normalized by T such that f}b(b(t)x) = 
tf}b(X)t- 1 (x EGa, t E T). Let W be the Weyl group of G, which is, by 
definition, the quotient of the normalizer No(T) by the centralizer Zo(T) 
of T. The group Wacts on X(T), and hence on X(T)R=X(T)@zR and 
on X(T)c=X(T)@zC in an obvious manner. We may identify X(T)R 
and X(T)C with the dual space of the Lie algebra of TR and its complex
ification, respectively. Furthermore, we write the multiplication in X(T)R 
and X(T)C in additive form. Let < , ) be a W-invariant inner product 
on X(T)R. We extend the inner product to X(T)C as a C-bilinear form. 
For any be (/J, we put bV = 2b/<b, b). For any a ELl, let Aa be the 
element in X(T)R such that 

{
I if fi=a, <Aa , fiV)= 0 

if fi E Ll and fi*a. 

Since we are assuming that G is simply connected, Aa's are in X(T) and 
they form a system of generators of the free abelian group X(T). These 
Aa's are called the fundamental dominant weights. A rational character 
X E X(T) is called dominant if <X, a V ) 20 for all a E Ll, equivalently, 

x= n A;:a 
aEJ 

for some non-negative integers rna' 
Denote by g and t the Lie algebra of G and T respectively. Let 

{Ha, X b ; a ELl, be (/J} be a Chevalley basis of g. We have then 
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where p is the largest integer such that b-pb' E CP. Moreover, Ha (a E A) 
form a basis of t. 

Let p: G-+GL(V) be a faithful Q-morphism where V is a finite 
dimensional vector space defined over Q. A lattice L in Va is called 
admissible if it satisfies the conditions 

(i) L has a basis formed by eigenvectors of peT), and 
(ii) for every a E A and every positive integer j, the linear transforma

tion U!)-ldp(Xa)! leaves L stable. 
An admissible lattice always exists (cf. [5, § 4], [25, § 2, p. 17 Corollary 1]). 
Taking an admissible lattice L, we set 

r=Gz={g E G; p(g)L=L}. 

The group r is a discrete subgroup of GR and is independent of the choice 
of L (cf. [5, § 4], [2, p. 84]). We call r the standard unit group of G. 

The double coset decomposition 

G= U BwB- (disjoint union) 
wEW 

is known as the Bruhat decomposition. Set Q=B.B-. Then Q is a 
Zariski-open subset of G and the product map B,. X T X B;; -+Q( c G) is 
an isomorphism. Consider the action of B X B - on G defined by 

g~blgb21 (g E G, bl E B, b2 E B-). 

The set Q is an open B X B --orbit in G and the Bruhat decomposition 
gives the orbit decomposition of G under the action of B X B -. 

In general, suppose that a connected linear algebraic group H 
operates on an algebraic variety X morphically. Then a non-zero rational 
functionf on X is called a relative (H-) invariant if there exists a rational 
character X of H such that 

f(hx) = X(h)f(x) (h E H, x EX). 

The character X is called the character corresponding to f. 
We shall investigate relative BXB--invariants on G. In the present 

case, since G has an open B X B - -orbit, a relative invariant is determined 
by its corresponding character uniquely up to a constant multiple. Notice 
that the group X(BXB-) is canonically identified with X(T)XX(T). 
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For any X e X(T), define a regular function fx on Q by setting 

(Ll) 

Thenfx can be extended uniquely to a rational function on G and satisfies 
the invariance property 

(1.2) fx(b l gb21) = X(b l )-IX(b2)fx(g) (b l e B, b2 e B-, g e G). 

Lemma 1.1. (1) The function fx (X e X(T» is a regular function on 
G if and only if X is dominant. 

(2) Any relative invariant f can be written uniquely as 

f =c· IT f~: (c e Cx, Va e Z). 
aE4 

Proof (1) Let C[G] be the ring of regular functions on G and we 
consider C[G] as a G-module by the formula: (gf)(x)=f(g-IX) (g, x e G). 
If fx is in C[G], then fx is a highest weight vector of highest weight X. 
Hence X is dominant. Conversely assume that X is dominant. Let (p, V) 
be the irreducible representation of G of highest weight X. Take a basis 
{VI' "', Vt} (t=dim V) of V consisting of weight vectors. We may 
assume that VI is a highest weight vector. We denote by V' the subspace 
spaned by V2, •• " Vt. Then V'is a p(B;)-stable subspace of V and we 
have 

P(U)VI=VI (mod V') (u e B;), 

P(b)VI =X(b)vI (b e B). 

Let pij(g) (g e G) be the matrix element of p(g) with respect to the fixed 
basis: 

t 
peg )Vi = I: Piig)v j' 

j~l 

It is easy to check that 

and 

Pll«blgb21)-I)=X(bl)-IX(h2)Pll(g-l) (hi e B, b2 e B-, g e G). 

These equalities imply thatfx(g)=Pll(g-I) and fx is a regular function on 
G. 

(2) Let X be the character of B X B - corresponding to f Consider 
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the morphism £1: T---+BXB- defined by J(t)=(t, t) for t e T. Then the 
group J(T) is the isotropy subgroup of B X B - at the identity element e 
of G: J(T) = {(bl, b2) E BXB-; bleb21=e}. Hence X is trivial on J(T) and 
there exists a Xo E X(T) such that X(bl> b2)=Xo(bl)-IXO(b2) (bl E B, b2 E B-). 
The character Xo is written as 

Xo= D A~" (1Ia E Z). 
aEd 

The rational functionfIDaE4fA: is a relative BxB--invariant which cor
responds to the trivial character. Hence it is a non-zero constant. This 
proves the second assertion. 

(3) In the proof of [25, § 5, Theorem 7 a)], it is shown that 

q.e.d. 

In the rest of this paper, we simply write fa for f1a (a E £1). Since 
the relative invariant corresponding to a simple root a does not appear in 
the subsequent sections, this abbreviation will not cause any confusion. 

§ 2. The structure of symmetric spaces 

2.1. Let G be a universal Chevalley group over Q and a an involu
tive automorphism of G defined over Q. By definition, a2 is the identity 
mapping of G. Denote by H the fixed point group of a: H={g E G; 
a(g) = g }. The group H is known to be a connected reductive Q~group 
(cf. [26, § 1], [24, 8.1]). A torus T of G is said to be a-anisotropic if aCt) 
=rl for every t E T. A parabolic subgroup P of G is said to be a-aniso
tropic if P n a(P) is a Levi subgroup of both P and a(P). Throughout 
this paper, we assume that 

(2.1) G has a a-anisotropic maximal torus. 

Lemma 2.1. There exists a a-anisotropic Q-split maximal torus T 
and a a-anisotropic Borel subgroup B defined over Q such that T = B n a(B). 

Proof. By the assumption (2.1), there exists a a-anisotropic· maximal 
torus To of G. Take a a-anisotropic Borel subgroup Bo of G such that 
To=Bo n a(Bo). Such a Bo exists by the results in [26, § 1]. Let BI be a 
Borel subgroup defined over Q and put iI=GIBI • We can identify iI 
(resp. ila) with the set of all Borel subgroups (resp. all Borel subgroups 
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defined over Q) of G. Denote by 81' the subset of 81 consisting of all 
u-anisotropic Borel subgroups. By [26, Theorem 1], 81' is a Zariski-open 
and Zariski-dense subset of 81. Therefore, if G has no u-anisotropic 
Borel subgroup defined over Q, then BlQ is contained in the closed subset 
F=Bl-Bl'. Let 1t': G-+Bl be the orbit map defined by 1t'(g)=g.B1• It is 
known that 1t': GQ-+BlQ is surjective (cf. [3, Theorem 4.13 a)]). Hence GQ 
is contained in a proper closed subset 1t'-l(F). This contradicts the fact 
that GQ is Zariski-dense in G. Thus we conchide that there exists a 
u-anisotropic Borel subgroup B defined over Q. Set T = B n u(B). Since 
B is u-anisotropic, T is a maximal torus of B, and hence of G. It is clear 
that T is defined and split over Q. By [26, Proposition 5], B is H-conjugate 
to Bo. This implies that T is H-conjugate to To. Hence T is u-aniso
tropic. q.e.d. 

We fix such T and B as in the lemma and put B- =u(B). Whole 
results in Section 1 can be applied to this choice of T, Band B - . 

Now we define a twisted action of G on G by 

gu=gxu(gt l (g, x e G). 

Then we have H={g e G; g*e=e} where e is the identity element of G 
and the morphism of GIHinto G given by g·Hl-'>g*e induces a G-equi
variant isomorphism of the homogeneous space GIH and the closed 
twisted G-orbit G*e ([16, Lemma 2.4]). Put X =G*e and xo=xn D. 
Here we put D=B.B-=B·u(B) as in Section 1. 

Lemma 2.2. The set Xo is a Zariski-open dense subset of X and 
coincides with the twisted B-orbit B*e. 

Proof. Let x be an element in Xo. Then x is written as x=utu' 
for some u e Bu, u' e B:;;,=u(Bu) and t e T. Since U(X)-I=X and u(t)=t- I, 
we get utu'=U(U')-ltU(U)-I. Hence u'=U(U)-I. Therefore, taking a t' e T 
such that t = (t')2, we obtain x=utu' = (ut') . u(ut ,)-1 = (ut')*e. This proves 
that XQ is included in B*e. The opposite inclusion relation is obvious. 
It is also obvious that Xo is Zariski-dense and Zariski-open in X. q.e.d. 

We denote the restriction of the regular function fa (cf. the remark 
at the end of § 1) on G to X by the same symbol. By (1.2), we have 

Lemma 2.3. Any non-zero rational function f on X relatively invariant 
under the twisted B-action is written uniquely as 
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f=c·ITf:a (CECx,!.IaEZ). 
aE4 

Proof· Let X be the rational character of B corresponding to 
fif(bu)=X(b)f(x) (b E B, x EX). Sincefis a non-zero rational function 
on the Zariski-open set Xo=B*e, f(x) does not vanish at x=e. For a 
t E T, if t 2 = 1, then we have X(t)= 1 by f(e) = f(t*e)=X(t)f(e). Therefore, 
X is written as X= IT A;;2.a for some integers !.Ia. Then f· ITaE4f;>a is a 
non-zero oonstant on the Zariski-dense subset Xo, and hence on X. This 
proves the assertion. 

2.2. Let B+ and T+ be the identity components of the real Lie 
groups BR and TR, respectively. Then B+ is a semi-direct product of T+ 
and (Bu)R. Since G is simply connected, GR is a connected Lie group. 
Set xR=xn GR and (XO)R=XO n GR. The set X R (resp. (XO)R) is stable 
under the twisted action of GR (resp. B+). 

The B+-orbit structure of (XO)R is fairly simple and is given by the 
following lemma, which is an immediate consequence of the Bruhat 
decomposition of GR. 

We denote by 2 the set of all mappings of .1 to {± I}. 

Lemma 2.4. Fore E 2,put X.={x E X R; sgnfa(x)=ea (a E .1)}. Then 
the sets X. (e E 2) are twisted B+-orbits in (XO)R and we have 

(XO)B= U X. (disjoint union) . 
• ex 

Moreover, the action of B+ on X. isfreefor anye E 2. 

Next consider the GR-orbit structure of XR • Notice that each con
nected component of X R is a twisted GR-orbit. 

For any x E XR, the isotropy subgroup H", of GR at x coincides with 
the fixed point group of the involutive automorphism a", of GR defined 
by a",(g) = xa(g)x- 1• By Lemma 2.4, each GR~orbit in X R contains some 
of X:s. Let t. be the element in TR such that AaCt.)=ea (a E .1). We can 
take t. as a representative of X.. We shall study the behaviour of the 
involution a.=at • on the Lie algebra g of G. 

Let {Ha, X b ; a E .1, bE 4i} be a Chevalley basis of g. The Lie 
algebra gR of GR conicides with the subspace of g spanned by {Ha, Xb} 

over R. Since the differential da of a maps RXb onto RX_ b , there exists 
a non-zero real number Cb such that da(Xb)=cbX_ b (b E 4i). Moreover, 
since T is a-anisotropic, we have daCHa) = - Ha (a E .1). It is clear that 
Cb ·C_ b = 1 and Cb+b'= - Cb· Cb' if b, b', b+b' E 4i. For the involution a., 
we get the relation . 
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{
dq (X)= n S(b,aV)·C X • b a b-b 

ae4 

dq.(Ha) = -Ha (b e (J), a e L1). 

Let dO be the involution of g defined by 

{
dO(Ha) = -Ha (a e A), 
dO(Xb)= -!Cb!X_ b (b e (J). 

305 

Then dO and dq. commute and the restriction of dO to gR' which we 
denote also by dO, is a Cartan involution of gR' Let 7)(b)=sgn (-cb) and 
7).(b)=nae4S~b,aV)'7)(b) for be(J). The mapping 7).:(J)---l-{±I} is a 
signature of roots and dq. is the 7).-involution of gR in the sense of [15, 
§ 1.2]. This shows that the connected components of X R are in the class 
of semisimple symmetric spaces treated in [15]. 

Let 0 be the Cartan involution of GR whose differential coincides 
with dO defined above. The fixed point group K of 0 in GR is a maximal 
compact subgroup of GR' Take a to in T such that a(to}=7JCa) for all 
a e L1. Note that to is not always in TR. It is easy to check that q.(g)= 
{t.to)O(g)(t.tO)-I. In particular, we have u(g)=toO(g)till. 

For the description of the GR-orbit structure of X R , we need to 
define an action of Won 2. For each w in W, we choose a representative 
nw of win NK(TR)={k e K; kTRk-l=TR}. Since nw*t. =nw{t.to)n;;/· till, 
the element nw*t. is in TR and faCnw*t.) = Aa(nw*t.)-I:::f=O. Put (we)a= 
sgn!a(nw*t.). It is easy to see that ws is independent of the choice of a 
representative nw' Thus we get an action of W on 2. For a simple 
root a, it is easy to see that 

(2.4) 

where Wa is the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to a. 

Lemma 2.5. (1) For e and e' in 2, X. and X.' are contained in the 
same GR-orbit in X R if and only if sand s' are in the same W-orbit in 2. 

(2) For an s e 2, let W.=={w e W; ws=e}. Then W. is the subgroup 
of W consisting of elements whose representatives can be taken from 
H. nNK(TR), where H.={g e GR; g*t.=t.}. 

(3) For a W-orbit Q) in 2, let X .. be the closure of U.e .. X. in XR-
Then the GR-orbit decomposition of X R is given by 
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Proof (1) If e and 1£' are in the same W-orbit in 2, then, by the 
definition of the W-action on 2, X. and X.' are contained in the same 
GR-orbit. Conversely assume that X. and X.' are contained in the same 
GR-orbit. Take atE X. n TR and t ' EX., n TR such that a(t):;t= ± 1 and 
a(t'):;t= ± 1 for any a E .1. Let g be an element in GR such that t ' =g*t. 
Since a. and () commute, we have the generalized Cartan decomposition 
GR=K·T+·H. (cf. [6, Theorem 4.1]). Therefore, we may write g=ktlh, 
where k E K, tl E T+ and h satisfies h*t =t. Then 

Hence t'to=k(t·ti·to)k- I • Since a(t' to):;t=1 for any a E .1, k is in the 
normalizer of T. Write k=nWt2 with WE Wand t2 E TR. Thus we get 
t ' =nw*t·(tlt2)Z. This shows that 1£'= we. 

(2) Suppose that W is in W.. Then nw*t. is in TR n X.. Hence 
nw*t.=t •. ti for some tl E T+. Since a(tl)=t1\ we have t11nw*t.=t •. 
This proves that t11nw is a representative of W in Nx(T) n H.. Now the 
second assertion is obvious. 

(3) The third assertion is an immediate consequence of the first. 
q.e.d. 

Remark. More precise infprmation on the orbit-structure of semi
simple symmetric spaces under the action of minimal parabolic subgroups 
is given in [14] and [17]. (See also [15, Proposition 1.10].) 

We can carry out the GR-orbit decomposition of XR for each almost 
simple algebraic group G, by using the classification of symmetric spaces 
of e-involution type [15, Appendix]. The result is summarized in the 
following table, where we denote by (g, fj) the symmetric Lie algebra 
corresponding to each GR-orbit and the notation with respect to real 
simple Lie algebras is the same as employed in [10, Chapter X, § 6, Table 
V]. Moreover the numeral attached to each symmetric Lie algebra (g, fj) 
indicates the number of open B + -orbits contained in the corresponding 
semisimple symmetric space. 

G 
I 

GR\XR 

1+1 

Al 
U (~r(l + I ; R), ~o(l- j + 1, j» 
j=1 

(l: even) j: odd (ljl) 
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G 
I 

GR\XR 

!+1 
U (~r(1 + 1; R), ~o(/- j+ 1,j» 
j~O 

j: even (ljl) 
A! 

(I: odd) ! 
U (~r(1 + 1; R), ~o(/- j + 1,j» 
j~1 

j: odd (ljl) 

2 X (~o(1 + 1, I), ~o(1 + 1) EB ~o(/» U 
1 

! 
U (~o(l+l, I), ~o(/-j+1,j)EB~o(l-j,j» 
j~2 

j: even 

2(;) B! 

! 
U (~o(l + 1, I), ~o(l- j+ 1,j)EB~o(l- j,j» 
j~1 

j:odd 

2(;) 

! 
U (~jJ(/; R), u(/- j,j» 
j~O 

(;) 
C! 

(~jJ(/; R), gr(/; R» 
21 

2 X (~o(/, I), ~o(/) EB ~o(/» U 
1 

(!-1)/2 
U (~o(/, I), ~o(l-j,j)EB~o(l-j,j) 

D! 
j=1 

2(;) (I: odd) 

2X(~o(/, I), ~o(/; C» 
2!-1 
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G 
I 

GR\XR 

4 X (~o(/, I), ~o(/) EB ~o(l)) U 
1 

1-2 

U (~o(/, I), ~o(l-j, j) EB ~o(l-j, j)) 
j=2 

j: even 

2(;) 
Dl 

(I: even) 1-1 

U (~o(l, I), ~o(l- j,j) EB ~o(/-j,j)) 
j=l 

j: odd 

2(;) 

2 X (~o(l, I), ~o(l; C)) 
21- 1 

Ee 
(ee(6)' ~j)(4)) U (e6(6)' ~j)(2, 2)) U (e6(6)' ~j)(4; R)) 

1 27 36 

2 X (e7(7)' ~u(8)) U 2 X (e7(7) , ~u(4, 4)) 
1 63 

E7 
(e7(7)' ~r(8; R)) U (e7(7)' ~u*(8)) 

72 56 

Es 
(eS(S)' ~o(16)) U (eS(S)' ~o*(16)) U (ea(a), ~o(8, 8)) 

1 120 135 

(f4(4)' ~j)(3)EB~u(2)) U (f4(4)' ~j)(2, 1)EB~u(2)) 

F4 
1 3 

U (f4(4) , ~j)(3; R) EB ~r(2; R)) 
12 

--

G2 
(g2(2)' ~u(2) EB ~u(2)) U (g2(2)' ~r(2; R) EB ~r(2; R)) 

1 3 

§ 3. Eisenstein series 

In the following we fix a W-orbit 0) in 2. Let X., be the twisted 
GR-orbit in XR corresponding to 0): X.,=the closure of U.E.,X •. 

Let r be the standard unit group of the Chevalley group G (for the 
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definition, see § 1) and put T ==T n Bu. For an x E (X",)Q=Xw n GQ, 
denote by Too \(T*x n X.) the set of twisted Too-orbits in (T*x) n X. 
(s E (I). Define Dirichlet series E(x, s; A) (s E (I) by 

(3.1) E(x, s; A)=,6 IT Ifa(r)I-<W/2,a V ) (A E X(T)C), 
T aEd 

where 0= ,6aEJ Aa and the summation with respect to r is taken over a 
complete system of representatives of Too \(T*x n X.). We call the series 
E(x, s; A) the Eisenstein series on the symmetric space Xw, since it coincides 
with the usual Eisenstein series if X", is a Riemannian symmetric space 
(cf. § 6 (A». 

Proposition 3.1. The series E(x, s; A) (s E (I) are absolutely convergent 
for Re <A, aV »3j2 (a E .d). 

Now we introduce another Dirichlet series D(g; A) (g E GQ) which 
plays an important role in the proof of Proposition 3.1. 

For agE GQ, put T!J(g) = (TgT) n Q. Then D(g; A) is defined by 
the following formula similar to (3.1): 

(3.2) D(g; A)=,6' IT Ifa(r)I-<HO,aV ) (A E X(T)C), 
r {XEd 

where r runs through a complete set of representatives of double cosets 
belonging to Too \T ig)j T: (T: = Tn a(Bu». Set 1'= = Tn aCT) n Bu and 
1': =T n aCT) n a(Bu). Then 1'= (resp. 1':) is a subgroup of Too (resp. 
T:) of finite index. Moreover we have a(1' =)=1':. 

Lemma 3.2. Jfg E (X!J)Q=X!J n GQ, then l' =g1': nx=1' =*g. 

Proof Suppose that ngn' (n E 1'=, n' E 1':) is in l' =g1': n x. Then 
ngn'=a(ngn')-l = a(n')-lga(n)-l. Hence a(n')ngn'a(n)=g. Since g is in 
X!J and the action of Bu X B;; on Q is free, this implies that a(n')n = 1. 
Therefore, ngn'=nga(n)-l=n*g. This shows that 1'oog1':nxc1'oo*g. 
The opposite inclusion relation is obvious. q.e.d. 

By the lemma, we easily obtain the inequality 

if <A, a V ) is real for any a E.d. Hence Proposition 3.1 follows immedi
ately from the convergence of D(g; A) for Re <A, a V ) > 1 (a E .d). 

We shall check the convergence of D(g; A) by finding its explicit 
expression in terms of the Riemann zeta function and the zonal spherical 
functions on the p-adic group GQp (proposition 3.3 below). In order to 
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formulate the result on D(g; A), we need some preliminaries. 
For any (finite or infinite) prime v of Q, put G. = Ga., T. = Tau' 

U.=(Bw)a., U:;;=(B;Ja• and 

K = {Gzp if v=a finite prime p, 

• K if v=the infinite prime 00, 

where K is the maximal compact subgroup of GR introduced in Section 
2.2. For a finite prime p, we also put Tp,o= Tzp' Then we have the 
Iwasawa decomposition for the p-adic group Gp: Gp=KpTpUp. For a 
g e Gp , let g=k(g)t(g)v(g) (k(g) e K p , t(g) e T p , v(g) e Up) be its Iwa
sawa decomposition. Then the coset t(g)Tp,o is uniquely determined by 
g. 

Let du, du- and dXt be the Q-rational invariant gauge forms on Bu , 

B;;, and T, respectively, which are normalized so that 

We define a guage form w on (J by 

w(utu-)= n Ait)-2dud Xtdu-. 
aed 

It is easy to see that w is invariant under the B X B --action on (J: w(bl xb2l ) 

=w(x) (b l e B, b2 e B-). Since the restriction of any invariant gauge form 
dg on G to the open set {J is also B X B --invariant, it is a constant 
multiple of w. We assume that the restriction of dg to {J coincides with 
w. 

We may define the zonal spherical function wt> (A e X(T)G) on Gp 

by the integral 

w~P)(g)=J n IAa(t(g-lk»I~l+6,aV>dk (g e Gp), 
Kp aed 

where dk is the Haar measure on Kp normalized by J dk= 1. We put 
Kp 

Proposition 3.3. When Re (A, (XV) > 1 «(X eLI), the Dirichlet series 
D(g; A) (g eGa) is absolutely convergent and is equal to 
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where the product with respect to p is taken over all finite primes of Q. 

Remarks. (1) Since vig)w~l(g) is equal to 1 for almost all p, the 
infinite product with respect to p is actually a finite product. 

(2) The explicit formulas for vp(g) and w~l(g) are given in [13, 
Prop. 3.2.5] and [13, § 4], respectively. (See also [4].) 

Proof Let L(Gv , K.) be the set of K.-biinvariant smooth functions 
on G. with compact support. For a P. in L(G., K.), we consider the 
following local zeta function: 

where 1.=(I_p-l)dlmT or 1 according as v=p or v=oo. The integral 
tbkV'(p.; 1) is absolutely convergent for Re (1, rx.Y) > 1 (a e L1). In fact, 
the convergence is obvious for V= 00. When v is a finite prime, such an 
integral has been considered by Casselman [4, § 3, p. 398] in a more 
general setting and the convergence of the integral follows immediately 
from [4, Lemma 3.2]. Moreover, from [4, Theorem 3.1] and the Iwasawa 
decomposition of G P' we can easily derive the formula 

/"... 
where w~P'(pp) is the Fourier transform of pp and is defined by 

For age Gp, denote by Pg,p the characteristic function of KpgKp in Gp. 
Then 

(3.4) 

Let LA=®~L(Gv, K.) be the restricted tensor product of L(G., K.) with 
respect to {Pe,p}, where e is the identity element of Gp. For ape LA, we 
put 

r tbkA,(p; 1)= LAaIJ4IfaCX)I5l-6,av>p(x)11-lw(X)IA, 

where {,JA is the adelization of {,J over Q and 11-lw(x)IA is the measure on 
(,JA defined by I 1-lw(x) IA= IT. 1;1 Iw(x) I •. Then, by (3.3), the integral 
tbkA,(p; 1) (p e L~ converges absolutely for Re:<l, aD> 1 (a e L1), and, if 
p is of the form p",®(®p pp) (P. e L(G., K.)), we get 
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(3.5) fPkA)(fj>; A) = IT fPkV)(fj>v; A). 
v 

Therefore, the proposition is an immediate consequence of the formulas 
(3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and Lemma 3.4below. 

Lemma 3.4. For age GQ and a fj>", e L(GR, K), put fj>=fj>",®(®pfj>g,p)' 
Then we have 

fPkA)(fj>; A)=2-dlmT D(g; A)fPk"')(fj>oo; A) 

for Re <A, a V ) > 1 (a e A). 

fPkA)(fj>; A)=J Idu1AJ IT IAa(t)IA:(H,aV)IA-ldXtIA 
BuA/BuQ TA/TQaE4 

xJ L: fj>(tuxu:I)ldu_IA' 
BUA/B:;;'Q XEUQ 

We can take the sets (BuR/F 00) X IT p (Up n Kp), T+ X IT p Tp,o and 
(B:;;Rlr:) X IT p (U; n Kp) as fundamental domains of BuAIBuQ, TAITQ and 
B:;;AIB:;;Q, respectively. Here we denote by T+ the identity component of 
TR. Moreover, notice that an element x in GQ is in rgr if and only if x 
is in KpgKp for all p. Hence 

fPkA)(fj>;A)=J IT IAa(t)I:(H,aV) L: fj>",(tuxu:I)ldulooldXtl",ldu_I"" 
aE4 XEru(g) 

where the integral in the right hand side is taken over T + X BUR/F '" X 
B;;'R{F:. Put DB ={x e DR; sgnfaCx)=ea (a E A)} for any e in 2. Also put 
r.(g)=r u(g) n D •. Denote by -\r.(g) the r", xr:-equivalence classes 
in r .(g). Then the right hand side of the equality above is rewritten as 

Let t. be the element in T such that AaCt.)=ea and denote by e+ the 
element in 2 defined bye; = 1 for any a E .1. The mapping of r.+(g) 
onto r.(g) defined by x ...... t.·x induces a one to one correspondence 
between - \r.+(g) and - \r.(g). Hence the infinite series in the bracket 
above do not depend on e and are equal to 2-dimT D(g;A). Consequently, 
we obtain 

q.e.d. 
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§ 4. Integral representations 

4.1. Fix a simple root a E .1. Let Ma be the subgroup of G gener
ated by the subgroups Ua and U_ a (for the definition of U±a, see § 1.1). 
Then there exists a unique Q-morphism Ta: SL(2)-+Ma such that 

Since G is simply connected, Ta is an isomorphism. Moreover, Ta induces 
an isomorphism of SL(2; Z) onto Ma,z=Ma n r. For any mE M a, we 
put m=T;;I(m). The group Ma is a-stable and we define an involution aa 
of SL(2) by aa=1:;;1 0 alMa 0 Ta. Then, by (2.3), we have 

(4.1) a.(h)=Ja th-1J;;\ Ja=(1)(a)6c• I -
1 ~) (h E SL(2)). 

Denote by Ta the connected component of the identity element of 
Ker a={t E T; a(t)= I}. Let Za(Ta) be the centralizer of Ta in G. Then 
Za(Ta) = Ta· M.. We consider the parabolic subgroup P a = Za(Ta)· B. 
Denoting the unipotent radical of P a by UCa )' we have the decomposition 
p.= TaMaUCa). Let p: P.-+GL(2) be the representation defined by 

p(p)=A.(t)tm-\ p=tmu (t ETa, m E M a, U E UCa )). 

It is easy to check that pep) is independent of the decomposition of p and 
well-defines a Q-rational representation. 

Let P;=PaXGL(I) and X*=XXM(2, 1; C). The group P; acts 
morphically on X* as follows: 

(p, a)· (x, y) = (pg, ap(p)y) (p E p., a E GL(1), x E X, Y E M(2, 1; C)). 

For an x E XnPa·a(Uc.)), we write x=utmu' (u E Uc.), t ETa' mE M., 
u' E a(Uc.))) and set S.(x) = Aa(t)-lmJa. The matrix S.(x) is a non
degenerate 2 by 2 symmetric matrix and the mapping xc-+S.(x), which is 
defined originally on p •. a(UCa)) n X, can be extended to the whole of X 
as a rational mapping. If x is in XR n Pa· a(Uc.)), then Sa(x) is real 
symmetric and 

(4.2) {
det S.(x) = -C;;I. n ffi(x)-<·,fi V) 

fiEJ-{a) 

sgn det SaCx)=1)(a) n e~a'fiV>, 
fiE.1-{a) 

where efi=sgnfix) (13 E .1-{a}). By (2.4), Sa(x) is definite or indefinite 
according as Wae = e or wae:;z'=e. Set f~a)(x, y) = t ySa(x)y for (x, y) E X* 
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and x~a){p, a)=a2 for (p, a) e r;. Also set, for f3 e Lt-{a},f1a){x, y)=h(x) 
({x, y) e X*) and X1a){p, a)=Ait)-2 (p=tmu, t eTa, m e M a, U e U(a»' 

Lemma 4.1. (i) For any f3 e Lt, thefunctionf~a)(x, y) is a relatively 
r;-invariant regular function on X* corresponding to the character x~a): 

(ii) Any relative r;-invariant rational function f on X* is written 
uniquely as 

f{x, y)=c. IT f~a){x, y).~ (c E ex, IJ~ e Z). 
peA 

Proof (i) For a simple root f3 different from a, the assertion is 
obvious. Now we consider the functionf~a). It follows from the defini
tion that f~a) is a relative P~-invariant corresponding to the character 
x~a)(p, a) = a2. We need to show that f~a) is a regular function on X*. 
First we shall prove the identity 

(4.3) 

Consider the mapping p: B----';P~ defined by p(tu)={tu, AaCt)-I) (t e T, 
u e Bu). Then it is easy to check that p(b)(x, teO, 1»=(b*x, teo, 1». 
Hencef~a)(x, teO, 1» is a relative B-invariant on X corresponding to the 
character A;;2. This implies that na){x, teO, 1» is a constant multiple of 
fa{x). Since f~a)(e, teO, 1» =fa(e) = 1, we obtain the identity (4.3). It 
follows immediately from (4.3) that f~a){x, y) is a regular function on 
{(x, y) E X*; y*O}. It is obvious thatf~a)(x, y)=O if y=O. This proves 
that f~a) is a regular function on X*. 

(ii) Since the proof of the second assertion is quite similar to that 
of Lemma 2.3, we omit it. q.e.d. 

Put X~={(x, y) e X* ;f1a)(x, y)*O for all f3 e Lt}, 

(X~)R=x~n(XRxM{2, I;R», 

and for e e I, 

Let (Ta)~, (Pa)~ and (P~)~ be the identity components of real,Lie 
groups (Ta)R' (Pah and {P~)R' respectively. Then (P~)~=(Pa)~XR~= 
(Ta)~·(Ma)R· U(a)RXR~. 

Lemma 4.2. (i) The set X~ is a Zariski-open P:-orbit in X*. 
(ii) The (P:)~-orbit decomposition Of(X:)R is given by 
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Proof It is obvious that X: (resp. (X:)R) is P:- (resp. (P:)~-) 
stable. If (x, y) is in X: (resp. (X:)R), there exists an m in M« (resp. 
(Ma)R) such that (m, 1)·(x, y) = (x', teO, 1» for some x' e X. Since 

(4.4) f1a)(x'; teo, 1»= fix') for any f3 e Lt, 

the first (resp. second) assertion follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 
(resp. Lemma 2.4). q.e.d. 

4.2. Inthis paragraph, we fix a simple root ex e Lt and a W-orbit w 

in 2. Let dx be a GR-invariant measure on X .. and dy the standard 
Euclidean measure on M(2, 1; R)=R2. We normalize a right invariant 
measure dp on (P:)~ such that 

f x f«(p, a). (xo, yo»dp da 
(Pa)~XR+ a 

(4.5) =f . f(x, y). TI If1a)(x, y)I-ldxdy 
X a •• pe4 

Note that the normalization of dp is independent of e and (xo, Yo) eX:' •. 
Let ~(X~) be the subspace of C~(X~) consisting of all functions ifJ 

satisfying the following two conditions: 
(1) There exists a compact subset D of XR such that the support of 

ifJ is contained in DXR2. 
(2) For a fixed x e X R, ifJ(x, y) is a rapidly decreasing function of y 

in R2. 
For an x e XQ n X .. and a ifJ e ~(X~), set 

Z~«)(x, ifJ; l)=f x {TI IX1a)(p, a)I<H6/2. PV) 
(Pa)~/ra~XR+ pe4 

xL: ifJ«p, a)·(r, y»}~dp, 
(r,Y) a 

where ra~=(Pa)~nr and (r,y) runs through all the elements in 
(r*xXZ2)nx:. Also set 

(/)~«)(ifJ; l)=f TI If1a)(x, y)IO,PV}ifJ(x, y)dxdy 
X~ •• pe4 

(ifJ e ~(X~), e e w). 
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The integrals (p~a)(ifJ; A) are absolutely convergent for Re <A, j3V) >0 
(13 e A) and have analytic continuations to meromorphic functions of A in 
X(T)C (cf. [1]). 

Lemma 4.3. When Re 0, j3V) > 3/2 (f3 e A), the integral z~a)(x, ifJ; A) 
is absolutely convergent and the following identity holds: 

z~a)(x, ifJ; A) = l;(2<A+a12, (Xv»). 2: E(x, e; A).(p~a)(ifJ; A-aI2) . 
• e .. 

Proof Note that <a, j3V) = 1 for any 13 e A. By (4.5), we have 

z~a)(x, ifJ; A)= 2: ~~a)(x; A).(p~a)(ifJ; A-aI2), 
.e .. 

where (r, y) runs through a complete system of representatives of ra~
equivalence classes in (r*x X Z2) n X~.. By (4.4), we can take 

{(r, teo, q)); r e r ~\(r*X n X.), q e Z, q>O} 

as a complete set of representatives. Then we see that the series ~~a)(x; A) 
is equal to l;(2<A+aI2, (XV) )E(x, e; A) and is absolutely convergent for 
Re <A, f3V) > 3/2 (f3 e A) (cf. Proposition 3.1). This proves the lemma. 

q.e.d. 

§ 5. Functional equations 

5.1. For a ifJ e ~(X~), we put 

¢(x, y) = f BO ifJ(x, y*) exp (2;r r-T t yJy*)dy*, J = ( _ ~ ~). 

We first prove a functional equation relating (p~a)(¢; A) with (p~a)(ifJ; A). 

Theorem 5.1. Let e e 2, ifJ e ~(Xi) and (X be a simple root. 
(1) If wae=e, then 

(p~a)(¢; A-aI2) =;r-2(l, aV)-Ir«A, (XV) + 1/2YI Ca 1-<l,aV ) 

X cos (;r<A, (XV) )(p~a)(ifJ; waA-aI2). 
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Proof By the principle of analytic continuation, it suffices to prove 
the theorem under the assumption that <l, {3v> > 1/2 for all {3 e t1. 
Moreover, the same argument as in the proof of [20, Lemma 5.5] allows 
us to reduce the theorem to the case ifJ e Co(X~,. U X;'was)' Notice that 
these assumptions assure the convergence of the integrals appearing in 
the following calculation. Set 

and 

By (2.4), we have X~=X~a" Moreover, we set 

Then 

(5.1) q)~a)(~; l-o/2)=J IT Ifp(x) I(H/2. PV)W(x, Ea,~; l)dx. 
X~~*a 

Recall that Six) is definite or indefinite according as wae=e or wae*e. 
By [8, Chapter III 2.6], we get the following identities: 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

If wae=e, then 

W(x, ea,~; l)=ldet Sa(x)I<l·aV)l't'-2(W/2.aV) 

Xr{(l+o/2, a V»2 cos (l't'<l, aV»W(x, ea, ifJ; wal). 

If wae*e, then 

( W(x, e;,~; l))=ldetSi x)!<,.aV)l't'-2(l+6/2.a v »r«l+O/2, a V»2 
W(x, ea , ifJ; l) 

x( . 1 v -sin(l't'<l,aV»)(W(x,e;,ifJ: Wal)) 
-sm(l't'<l,a » 1 W(x,ea,ifJ,wal) 

where e~=(wae)a=7J(a)ea ITpe4e~a.PV>. First assume that wae=e. Then, 
by (4.2), (5.1) and (5.2), we have 

q)~a)(~; l_o/2)=l't'-2(W/2. aV>r{(l+o/2, a V> )21 cal-(.l·av> cos (l't'<l, a V» 
XJ IT Ifp(x)l(waH /2.PV>W(X, ea, ifJ; wal)dx. 

X;P=fo a 

The last integral is clearly equal to q)~a)(ifJ; wal-o/2). Using (4.2), (5.1) 
and (5.3), we can prove the functional equation for the case wae*e in the 
same manner. q.e.d. 
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Let () be the Cartan involution of GR introduced in Section 2.2 and 
K the fixed point group of () in GR. Put 

1- . _(1e.!-1/2 0) 
• 0 ! c. !1/2 

Then T;I(Kn M.) = SO(I.). For anf E Y(R2), set 

L.(f; S)=f ! tyI.y!8f(y)dy 
R' 

where dy is the standard Euclidean measure on R2. 

Lemma 5.2. Let </JI be a K-invariant function in C;(X.,) and </J2 a 
function in Y(R2). Then </J(x, Y)=</JI(X)</J2(Y) is in g;(X~) and we have 

rp~a)(</J; A-o/2)=!c.!-O,aV)/2LaC</J2; <.1-0/2, aV »1J!.(</JI; A), 

where 

Proof Let X~ and Y(x, c.) be the same as in the proof of Theorem 
5.1. For k E KnM., let k=T;I(k). We normalize a Haar measure dk 
on Kn M. such that 

dy=rdrdk, y=k· teO, r), r>O. 

Since S.(hx)=kS.(x) tk, we have by (5.1) 

rp~a)(</J; A-oI2)=f n !fp(x)!(H/2,fiV)</JI(x)dx 
X;fJ=fr. a 

where (M. n K)., z = {k E Ma n K; sgn fa(hx) = cal. By the assumption, 
the function </JI is K-invariant. Moreover, ffi(x) (f3::foa) are Ma n K-invar
iant. Hence we obtain 

The first and the second factors of the right hand side are equal to 
1J!.(</JI; A) and !c.!-(l,·V)/2La(</J2; <.1-012, a V», respectively. Thus we get 
the lemma. q.e.d. 
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Now we are able to rewrite the functional equations in Theorem 5.1 
into the following form. 

Theorem 53. Let w={s(1), ... , s(,)} be a W-orbit in I. 
(1) For each we W, there exists a IJ by IJ matrix C",(w; A) whose 

entries are meromorphic functions of A such that 

(W'("(~); WA»)_ . (W,(,,~ep); A») 
. -C",(w, A) . . . 

W,(,,(ep); WA) W,(,,(ep); A) 

for any K-invariant function ep) in Co(X",). 
(2) C",(ww'; A)=C",(W; W'A)C.,(W'; A) (w, w' e W). 
(3) For the reflection Wa in the hyperplane orthogonal to a simple 

root a, the functional equation reads 

and 

( W,(ep); WaA») ( sec ,,<A, a V ) 

W wa,(ep); WaA) - -tan ,,<A, a V) 

ifwas=/=s. 

Proof Notice that the following functional equation holds for any 
ep2 e 9(R2): 

La«(A; <A-o/2, a V»= ,,-2<W/2, aV)r«A + 0/2, aV)y 

XCOS,,<A, aV)La(epz; <waA-o/2, a V» 
where ¢zCy*)=f epzCy) exp (2,,-/=1 tyJy*)dy. Now the theorem follows 

R2 

immediately from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2. q.e.d. 

Remark. Theorem 5.3 is equivalent to the functional equations of 
K-invariant spherical functions on the symmetric space X., of s-involution 
type, which are proved in [15, § 4, Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.10]. 

5.2. In order to state our main theorem, we need some notational 
preliminaries. Let Cb (beW) be as in §2.2. Recall that cbc_ b=1 and 
C b + b,= -CbCb' if b, b' and b+b' are all in W. Hence we are able to extend 
the mapping Icl: W--*R; defined by Icl(b)=lcbl to a homomorphism of 
XCT) into R;. We denote the extension also by Ie\. For any A e X(T)c, 
put 
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ICI(A)= ITlcl(Ap)(l,fi V >. 
fiEJ 

If A=X is in X(T), then the right hand side of the equality above coincides 
with I c !(X). Hence the notation will not cause any confusion. Set 

A(x, e; A)=lcl( -A) IT 1)(2(A, bV )+ I)E(x, .0; A) 
bE4>+ 

(x E XQ, .0 E ~, A E X(T)C), 

where 1)(s) = ",-s/2r(s/2K(s). 

Theorem 5.4. (1) The Dirichlet series E(x, .0; A) (x E XQ, e E~) are 
absolutely convergent for Re (A, rxV) > 1/2 (rx E Ll) and have analytic contin
uations to merom orphic functions of A in X(T)c. 

(2) The functions 

IT «A, bV)_1/2)2. r.(2(A, bV ) + l)E(x, .0; A) 
bE4>+ 

are entire functions of A. 

(3) Letw={.o(!), ···,.o(')}beany W-orbit in~. Then thefollowing 
functional equations hold for any W E W: 

(
AeX' .o~!); WA)) . (A(X' ~(!); A)) 

. =C",(W, A) . (XEX""Q) . . 
A(x, .0(,) ; WA) A(x, .0(') ; A) 

where C",(w; A) (w E W) are the same as in Theorem 5.3. 

Proof Set D(O) = {A E X(T)c, Re (A, rxV) > 3/2 for all rx ELl}. Fix a 
simple root rx and denote by D a the convex hull of the union of D(O) and 
waD(O). First we shall prove the functional equations for W=Wa. For 
this purpose, we need the following lemma. Its proof is quite similar to 
that of [20, Lemma 6.1], hence omitted. 

Lemma 5.5. Let if! be a function in ~(Xll) such that both if! and ~ 
vanish on the complement of (X;:)R' Then the integrals z~a)(x, if!; A) and 
z~a)(x, eft; A) have analytic continuations to holomorphic functions of A in D a 
and satisfy the functional equation z~a)(x, eft; A)=Zia)(x, if!; WaA). 

In order to construct functions satisfying the assumption of Lemma 
5.5, we use the differential operator 

:» (x, y)= -, -- Sa(x) -, -- . a ( 0 0 ) t( 0 0 ) 
OY2 oy! OY2 oy! 
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It is easy to check the following two relations: 

(5.4) 
!i)a(x, y) exp (2tt'r-T tyJy*) 

=(2tt'r-T)2f~a)(x, y*) exp (2tt'r-T tyJy*), 

(5.5) !i)a(x, Y)lf~a)(x, Y)18=4s2e~lf~a)(x, y)ls-l IT Iffi(x)I-(a,fi V ), 

p*a 

where e~=(wae)a=7J{a)ea ITfi*ae~a,fiV). By (5.4), the function !!}«po satisfies 
the assumption in Lemma 5.5 for every Po e CO(X;B)' Assume that Po is 
in Co(X:'.). Then, using Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 4.3, we can rewrite 

~ 
the functional equation Z~a)(x, f!}«po; A)=z~a)(x, !i)apo ; WaA) in Lemma 5.5 
as follows: 

,(2<WaA, a V)+ I)E{x, e; WaA) 

(5.6) 
=tt'-2(l,aV)-lr«A, a V)+ 1/2)2,(2<A, a V ) +1)lcal-(l,a V ) 

{
COS tt'<A, aV)E(x, e; A) if wae=e, 

X E(x, e; A)-sin tt'(A, aV)E(x, Wae; A) if wae*e, 

where the both sides of the identity are extended to meromorphic func
tions of A in Da. Since Icl( -waA)=lcl( _A)lcal(l,aV >, the identity (5.6) is 
easily transformed into the form 

Icl( -wa))](2<WaA, aV)+ I)E(x, e; waA)=lcl( -A»)](2<A, aV)+ 1) 

{
E(X, e; A) if wae=e, 

X sec tt'<A, aV)E(x, e; A)-tan tt'<A, aV)E(x, Wae; A) if wae*e. 

Since q.i+-{a} is wa-stable, the function ITbU+-Ia} )](2<A, bV)+I) is 
invariant under A'-WaA. Multiplying it to the both sides of the equality 
above, we get the functional equation for W=Wa (cf. Theorem 5.3 (3». 

We have, by Lemma 4.3 and (5.5), 

z~a)(x, f!}a po ; A)=4e~«A, aV)-1/2)2'(2<A, a V)+ 1) 

XE(x, e; A)q.i~a)(po; A-o/2+Aa-a) 

for any Po e Co(X:'.). Since there exists a Po e Co(X;,.) such that 
q.i~a)(po; A-o/2+Aa-a)*O, Lemma 5.5 implies that 

«A, a V)-1/2Y'(2<A, aV)+I)E(x, e; A) 

is holomorphic in Da. Since <A, bV»3/2 for any be q.i+-{a} and any 
A in Da, the function «A, a V) -1/2)2 IT be<l>+ ,(2<A, bV) + I)E(x, e; A) is 
also holomorphic in Da. For any a, f3 e L1, Da n Dfi includes D(O). Hence 
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is continued holomorphically in the convex hull of UaE4 Da (cf. [11, 
Theorem 2.5. 10]). For any be f/)+, we put I (b) = min {lew); wb e Lt, W e W} 
where lew) is the length of we Wwith respect to {wa;aeLt}. LetD(k) 
(k=I, 2, ... ) be the convex hullofU!(w),;;lew.D(O). It is clear that the 
domain D(k) coincides with the convex hull of (UaEJ Wa' D(k-I» U D(k-I). 

Lemma 5.6. For every k (> 1), thefunctions 

are holomrophic in D(k). 

Proof We prove the lemma by induction on k. For k= 1, the 
statement has just been proved. Assume that k>2. For any a e Lt, 
Wa·D(k-l) nD(k-l) contains the domain Da. Hence Wa·D(k-l) nD(Ie-I) is 
a non-empty connected convex tube domain. Therefore, by (5.6), the 
functions E(x, e; il) can be continued to meromorphic functions in 
wa·D(Ie-I) UD(Ie-I). To see the holomorphy, we rewrite the functional 
equation (5.6) as follows: 

E(x, e; il)=n2(A,a V )-IT( -<il, a V )+ 1/2)2Ical(A,a V ) 

(5.7) 
{

COS n <il, aV)E(x, e; wail) if wae=e, 

X E(x, e; wail) + sin n<il, aV)E(x, Wae; wail) if wae:;t:e, 

where we put E(x, e; il)= IT bE4J+ ~(2<il, bV )+ I)E(x, e; il). By the induc
tion hypothesis, the left hand side of (5.7) multiplied by 

IT C<il, bV)-I/2)Z 
!(b)&k-l bE4J+ 

is holomorphic in D(k-I). On the other hand, the right hand side of 
(5.7) multiplied by 

IT C<il, (wab)V) -1/2)2. C<il, a V ) -1/2)2 
l(b)&k-l be4J+ 

is holomorphic in WaD(k-I). Since wif/)+-{a})=f/)+-{a} and the left 
hand side of (5.7) is holomorphic in <il, a V)+ 1/2=0, these observations 
imply that 
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is holomorphic in DCk-l) U (Uae.4 waDCk-I». Since any holomorphic 
function on a connected tube domain D can be continued holomorphically 
to the convex hull of D ([11, Theorem 2.5.10]), this proves the lemma. 

Now we are able to complete the proof of Theorem 5.4. Since the 
convex hull of Uwew W· DCO) is X(T)c, the second assertion is implied by 
the lemma above; The first assertion is an immediate consequence of 
the second. We have already proved the functional equations for the 
reflections with respect to simple roots. Since the Weyl group W is 
generated by them, the functional equations hold for any W e W. q.e.d. 

It frequently happens that the function E(x, 5; A) has a simple pole 
in the hyperplane <A, bV)= 1/2 for some be (p+. In this connection, we 
can easily derive the following proposition from the functional equations. 

Proposition 5.7. For an e e I, let .d.={ae.d; wae=e} and denote by 
We,) the subgroup of W generated by {wa; a e .d.}. If a positive rootb is 
written as b=wa for some we Wc.) and some IX e.d .. then the Eisenstein 
series E(x, e; A) has a simple pole in the hyperplane <A, bV)= 1/2. 

Remarks. 1. Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 reveal an intimate relation 
between spherical functions and Eisenstein series on X... Some special 
cases of this relation already appeared in the study of zeta functions of 
quadratic forms. In [23], Siegel proved the functional equation of his 
zeta functions of indefinite quadratic forms by reducing it to the functional 
equation of certain hypergeometric functions. Those hypergeometric 
functions are obtained as a special case of the spherical functions on the 
pseudo Riemannian symmetric space SL(n; R)/SO(p, nc.-p) (cf. [18]). We 
can also understand Siegel's zeta functions of indefinite quadratic forms 
as Eisenstein series on SL(n; R)/SO(p, n-p) corresponding to some 
maximal parabolic subgroup of SL(n; R). In the proof of [22, Lemma 1], 
Shintani used the functional equations of the Legendre functions of 1st 
and 2nd kind, which are the spherical functions on SL(2; R)/SO(2) and 
SL(2; R)/SO(I, 1), respectively. He derived from [22, Lemma 1] certain 
functional equations of zeta functions in two variables related to binary 
quadratic forms. 

2. It is an interesting problem to extend our result to not necessarily 
minimal parabolic subgroups. For example, Eisenstein series correspond
ing to the parabolic subgroup P" will be obtained as the residue of 
E(x, e; A) at <A, a V)=1/2. However the calculation will become rather 
complicated because of the same difficulty as encQunterd in the study of 
zeta functions of ternary zero forms (cf. [19]). 

3. Recall that the group G itself can be viewed as a semisimple 
symmetric space in the following manner. Consider the involutive 
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automorphism q of GXG defined by q(gi, g2) = (g2' gl)' Then the quotient 
space of G X G by the fixed point group of q can be identified with G and 
we are able to consider the Dirichlet series D(g; 1) (g e Go) introduced in 
(3.2) as the Eisenstein series for (GXG, q). The following theorem can 
be easily proved by Proposition 3.3, the functional equation of the 
Riemann zeta function and the functional equations of the zonal spherical 
functions w~P)(g) on Gop' 

Theorem. Put 

Then the function D*(g; 1) is a W-invariant entire function of 1 in X(T)c: 

D*(g; l)=D*(g; w1) (we W). 

Conversely, if the theorem can be proved directly, the functional 
equations of w~P)(g) are its immediate consequences. Actually, by imitating 
the argument in Section 4 and Section 5, we can give a proof of the 
theorem independent of the explicit expression in Proposition 3.3. Thus 
we obtain a proof of the functional equations of the zonal spherical func
tions on universal Chevalley groups over Qp. 

§ 6. Examples 

We retain the notation in the preceding sections. 
(A) Riemannian symmetric spaces. 
Assume that q induces a Cartan involution on GR' Then 7j(a) = I 

for any a e Lt. Let e+ be the element in 2 such that e; = 1 for all a e Lt. 
By (2.4), w+={e+} is a single W-orbit in 2 and X .. + is the Riemannian 
symmetric space GR/K. Our Eisenstein series E(x, e+; 1) (x e X .. +.o) is 
nothing but the usual Eisenstein series on the Riemannian symmetric 
space and the functional equations take the following simple form: 

A(x, e+; w1)=A(x, e+; 1) (we W). 

Let Lts+ and W(s+) be as defined in Proposition 5.7. It is clear that 
Lts+=Lt and W(s+) = W. Hence, by Proposition 5.7, the Eisenstein series 
E(x, e+; 1) multiplied by n 6~~+ «1, bV)-1/2)C(2(A, bV)+ 1) is an entire 
function of 1 in X(T)c. Notice that our assumption that x is a rational 
point is needed only for ensuring the convergence of E(x, e+; 1). I~ is 
known that the Eisenstein series E(x, e+; 1) (x e X .. J is absolutely con
vergent for Re (1, a V ) > 1/2, even if x is not a rational point. Hence the 
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result above is valid also for any x E X",+. (For the general theory of 
Eisenstein series on Riemannian symmetric spaces, see Langlands [12].) 

(B) SL(n; R)/SO(p, n-p). 
Let G=SL(n). Assume that q is the involution defined by 

where al> •• " an are non-zero rational numbers. Let B be the subgroup 
of lower triangular matrices in G. Since T = B n q(B) is the group of 
diagonal matrices in G, the group B is a q-anisotropic Borel subgroup of 
G. The root system lb=lb(G, T) is as follows: 

lb={atJ E X(T); 1 <i,j<n, i=l=j}, 

The positive system lb+ and the simple system Li corresponding to Bare 
given by 

and 

The fundamental dominant weights At=Aat (1 ~i <n-l) are the char
acters of T defined by 

The Weyl group Wof G can be identified with the symmetric group 6,. 
in n letters in such a manner that Wat corresponds to the transposition 
(i, i+l). The symmetric space X=G*e is isomorphic to the space S of 
n by n symmetric matrices with determinant a1 • •• an via the mapping 

x , ~«x) ~x· (Q' ... J E S. 

We have 'Z'(gu) = g'Z'(xyg (g E G, x EX). 
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For any matrix A, denote by di(A) the determinant of upper left i by 
i block of A. Then 

The G R-orbit decomposition of X R is given by 

XR = n 
(-l}q""sgnal"o·an 

p+q=n 

X(P,q) , 

where S(P, q) stands for the set of n by n non-degenerate real symmetric 
matrices with signature (p, q) and determinant a1 ••• an. The identity 
component B + of B R is the group of real matrices in B with positive 
diagonal entries. The B + -orbit decomposition of X(P, q) n Xa is given by 

X(P,q) nXa=U X., , 
S,={Ye S; sgn di(Y)=el·· ·ei (l;;;;i<n-I)}, 

where e runs through all n-tuples 1$=(1$1, ... , en) of ± I such that exactly 
q of e/s are equal to -1. 

The standard unit group of G coincides with T = SL(n: Z), and Too 
is given by the group of all n by n lower triangular integral matrices with 
diagonal entries 1. For any Ye S(p,q) n M(n; Q), put 

T(Y,e)={reT;rYtreS,} and Ty=TnSO(Y). 

Then the Eisenstein series at !"-l(Y) are given by 

where the summation is taken over a complete set of representatives of 
T oo\T(Y, e)/T y. The Dirichlet series in the right hand side are just the 
Eisenstein series for Y considered in [21]. 

We put Zi+l-Zi=<.:I, at) (1 <i<n-l). Then Icl( -.(1)= n7=1Ia~Iz;, 
where a~=ai!lal· . ·an I1/n. Hence the function A(!"-l(Y), e; .:I) is equal to 

n n lai l-(Zl+ .. o+zn)/n+(n-i+l)/2·ldet YIZn 
i=l 

The action of s e @5n::::: W on .:I (resp. e) is given by 

<s . .:I, at)=zS(i+l)-ZS(i) (1;;;;i;;;;n-l) 

(resp. s·e=(e,(1), ... , e,(n»). 
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Now it is easy to check that Theorem 5.4 agrees with [21, Theorem 7, 
p.207]. 

(C) Sp(n; R)/U(p, n-p). 
Let G=Sp(n)={g e GL(2n); gJlg=J} with 

Consider the involution a defined by a(g) = t g -1 (g e G). Put, for 
II> ", In e ex, 

o 

o 

We may take T = {D(tl' .. " tn); II> •• " In e eX} as a Q-split a-anisotropic 
maximal torus of G. The subgroup 

* * o 
eG 

o o 
* 

is a a-anisotropic Borel subgroup of G satisfying B n a(B) = T. Under 
the choice of (B, T), the sets 1J, 1J+, L1 are given by 

1J={at/, {3N; 1 <i <j <n, 1 :S:k<! <n}, 

1J+={ai j, {3k/; 1 <i<j:S:n, l:S:k:S:!~n}, 

where a;;CD(/l' "', tn»=t;/t j and {3k/(D(tl> "', tn»=tkt/. Moreover we 
have AalD(11) "', In»=11 ••• Ii (1 <i;;2;n). 

The symmetric space X determined by a is realized as the space of 
symmetric matrices contained in G: 
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For any p (0< p<n), denote by Xp the intersection of GR and the set of 
2n by 2n real non-degenerate symmetric matrices with signature (2p,2n-
2p). Then the GR-orbit decomposition of XR=Xn GR is given by XR= 
XoU··· UXn • Put . 

Also put U(p, n-p)={h e GL(n; C); hlp,n_pth= Ip,n_p}' The element 
x(P) is in Xp and the isotropy subgroup G.,CP>,R of GR at x(P) is isomorphic 
to U(p, n-p). The isomorphism is given by 

G"CP>,R 0) g=(~ ~}-~A+B.lp,n_p.f=1 e U(p, n-p). 

Hence Xp~Sp(n; R)/U(p, n-p). 
Set 

n n 

X' = {x= (~ -;;)}n eX' det x *o} p tX2 X3}n P' 3 

and 

~(P)={Z e M(n; C); tZ=Z, sgn (1m Z)=(p, n-p)}, 

where sgn (Im Z) denotes the signature of the symmetric matrix 1m Z. 
We can define a diffeomorphism 't': X~-+~(P) by 

For x e X~ and for g=(~ ~) E GR, gu is in X~ if and only if 

det (C.'t'(x)+D)*O, 

and then we have 

't'(gu)=(A· 't'(x)+B)(C. 't'(X)+D)-I. 

For Z e ~(P) and g=(~ ~) e GR such that det (CZ+D)* 0, we put 

g(Z) = (AZ+B)(CZ+ D)-I. Note that g(Z) is always defined if g is in 
B. 
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Remark. If p=O, then SJ(O) is the Siegel upper half plane of degree n 
and Xo=X~=-r-l(.\S(O). 

Let h = fa; be the relative B-invariant on X such that 

{
h(bU) = Aa;(b)-2h (X) (b e B, x eX), 

h(e) = 1 (l<i<n). 

For Z e .\S(P), we have h(-r-1(Z»=di(Y-l) (Y=Im Z, 1 <i<n). The 
B + -open orbits in Xp are contained in X~ and -r maps them to 

where e = (eb .. " en) are n-tuples of ± 1 such that exactly p (resp. n - p) 
of e/s are equal to 1 (resp. -1). 

In the present case, the standard unit group r of G coincides with 
the Siegel modular group Sp(n; Z) and r = is the subgroup of B n r 
consisting of all elements with diagonal entries 1. The set X~,a of rational 
points in X~ is in one to one correspondence to 

through the mapping r. For Z e .\S~2"-1)' put 

Then r z is an arithmetic subgroup of the isotropy subgroup of G at 
r-l(Z). Also put 

r(Z, e)={r=(~ ~) e r; det (CZ+D) *0, r<z> e .\S~P)}. 

Now the Eisenstein series at r-l(Z) (Z e SJ~l?"-l) are given by 

E(r-1(Z), e; J.)=E(Z, e; J.)= L: Ii Id,(Y;-1)1-<l,a?'>-1/2, 
T i=l 

where Yr=Im (r<z» and the summation is taken over a complete system 
of representatives of r = \r(Z, e)/ r z. 

Remark. For any x e Xp n Xa, there exists are r such that r*x is 
in X~. Since the Eisenstein series depend only on r-equivalence class of 
x, we may restrict our consideration to the Eisenstein series corresponding 
to the elements in X~,a=r-l(.\S~l"_l)' 
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As in the example (B), we introduce a new variable Z=(ZI, ... , z,,) 
which is connected to A by the formula 

{
Zt-Zt+I=<A, at) (1~i~n-l), 

Zn = <.t, ai{). 

The Weyl group W with respect to (G, T) is isomorphic to the semi-direct 
product of {± l}n and @In. Here we consider {± I} as a multiplicative 
group. The action ofw=(e,s)=(e" ... ,e",s)e{+lr)<l@ln (~W) on 
A is expressed in terms of Z as follows: 

W 
Z=(ZI, ... , zn)~w·z=(elz.-l(ll' ... , enz.-l(nl). 

Moreover 

w·e=(e, s).e=(e.-l(ll' ... , e.- 1(nl). 

In particular, for simple roots alJ .•. , an, we have 

wa, . Z= (ZI' ... , Zt-1J Z'+!J Z,' Z'+2' ... , Zn), 

wa,·e=(el, ... , e'_I' e'+I' e" e'+2' ... ', en) 

for i=l, ... , n-l, and 

Set 

A(Z, e; z)=A(t'-'(Z), e; A) 

IT {1)(2z, --:- 2zj + 1) .1)(2zt + 2zj + I)} 
l;!ii<i;!in 

n 

X IT 1)(2zt +1) XE(Z, e; A). 
i=1 . 

Now we can write down the explicit form of the functional equations in 
Theorem 5.4 for each wa, (l~i<n). . 

Theorem. (1) (Functionalequationsfor wan) Thefunctions A(Z, e; z) 
are invariant under Zn~-Zn. 

(2) (Functional equations/or wa, (1 <i~n-l» 
(i) If e,=e'+1J then A(Z, e; z) is invariant under the transposition of 

z, and Z'+I. 
(ii) If e, =1= ew, then we have 
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where €=(ej, "',ei_j,ei+j,ej,ei+2' ···,en) and i=(zj, "',Zi_l,Zi+l>Zi, 

Zt+2' •• " zn). 

Remark. Let K be an arbitrary imaginary quadratic field. Then, 
by modifying the involution (J suitably, we can obtain the same result as 
above for any Z E &J1)=&J(P) n M(n; K). 
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